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Ocular effects of virtual reality 
headset wear in young adults
Philip R. K. Turnbull  1 & John R. Phillips  1,2

Virtual Reality (VR) headsets create immersion by displaying images on screens placed very close to 
the eyes, which are viewed through high powered lenses. Here we investigate whether this viewing 
arrangement alters the binocular status of the eyes, and whether it is likely to provide a stimulus for 
myopia development. We compared binocular status after 40-minute trials in indoor and outdoor 
environments, in both real and virtual worlds. We also measured the change in thickness of the ocular 
choroid, to assess the likely presence of signals for ocular growth and myopia development. We found 
that changes in binocular posture at distance and near, gaze stability, amplitude of accommodation and 
stereopsis were not different after exposure to each of the 4 environments. Thus, we found no evidence 
that the VR optical arrangement had an adverse effect on the binocular status of the eyes in the short 
term. Choroidal thickness did not change after either real world trial, but there was a significant 
thickening (≈10 microns) after each VR trial (p < 0.001). The choroidal thickening which we observed 
suggest that a VR headset may not be a myopiagenic stimulus, despite the very close viewing distances 
involved.

The era of consumer-grade virtual reality (VR) is upon us, with a variety of inexpensive VR head mounted dis-
plays (HMDs) currently available. However, there is a perception that using VR HMDs may be associated with 
risks, possibly to the eyes, and several suppliers include non-specific warnings associated with HMD use. Here 
we investigate whether use of a VR HMD affects binocular vision status and whether there is evidence that it 
may be a stimulus for development of myopia (short-sightedness). VR HMDs create a sense of presence in a 
computer-generated world by presenting dichoptic images whose perspective shifts with the user’s head move-
ments in the real world. Inside the HMD helmet, images are displayed on screens fixed very close in front of each 
eye. The screens are viewed through powerful convex lenses, so that the images appear to be located at a distance. 
A sense of depth is created by imposing a relative lateral offset of objects within the images presented to each eye, 
which in turn creates image disparity on the retina. The higher the lateral offset, the nearer the object appears. 
To prevent double vision as gaze shifts between objects, users make both version and vergence eye movements, 
which minimise retinal disparity of the object between eyes, and permit the object of interest to be perceived 
binocularly. In real world viewing of objects, vergence eye movements are associated with changes in accommo-
dation to focus the eyes at the depth of the object. However, in VR, the focal distance of all objects on the screen is 
constant, and the eyes must converge without changing accommodation to maintain a clear retinal image. Thus, 
wearing a VR HMD creates a dissociation between convergence and accommodative demands1, which may con-
tribute to visual discomfort2–4. Whether the effects of this disassociation persist after HMD use is unknown5, but 
a study investigating the effect of an early VR HMD system found a shift towards esophoria, and an extended near 
point of binocular convergence shortly after a 10-minute VR exposure6. Although VR technology has improved 
in recent years, the same optical limitations are present in current VR HMDs7.

Another potential issue which has received little attention is whether VR HMDs are likely to induce myopia 
(short-sightedness) with long term use. An association between near work and the development and progression 
of childhood myopia has long been recognised8,9. More specifically, the occupational use of microscopes has been 
linked with the development and progression of myopia in adults10,11, and microscopes and HMDs have similar 
near proximity cues: both involve binocular viewing of a close target through high powered lenses. In addition, 
recent research has implicated several other factors as important in myopia development and progression, includ-
ing ambient light levels12, binocular status13, and refractive status of the peripheral retina14, all of which may be 
altered while using a VR HMD. Since the abnormal eye enlargement which underlies myopia development occurs 
over months and years, assessing the likely ‘myopiagenicity’ of a stimulus such as a VR HMD is challenging. 
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However, the results of animal studies indicate that imposing hyperopic defocus on the retina with lenses (image 
plane located posterior to the retina), causes rapid thinning of the choroid, followed later by eye elongation and 
the development of myopia15. Conversely, creating myopic defocus (image plane located anterior to the retina), 
causes rapid thickening of the choroid, followed by a slowing of eye growth and the development of hyperopia16. 
Because of the predictable order in which these events occur, it is thought that the choroid is an intermediary 
between the retina and sclera, with changes in choroidal thickness reflecting changes in the eye-growth sig-
nalling pathway between retina and sclera17. Thus, an observed increase in choroidal thickness would indicate 
signals for reduced eye growth, whereas a decrease in thickness would indicate signals for accelerated growth and 
myopia development. Similar changes in the thickness of the human choroid have also been reported following 
short-term imposition of retinal defocus18–21 and it has been proposed that changes in choroidal thickness may 
serve as an indicator of pending changes to refractive status18,22. Therefore, monitoring the sign of any changes in 
choroidal thickness following a visual stimulus could provide a timely prediction of whether the stimulus would 
lead to myopia.

This study aimed to investigate whether wearing a current generation VR HMD altered binocular vision sta-
tus, and whether it was likely to provide a myopiagenic stimulus if used over extended periods.

Methods
Study design. This was a prospective, multiple crossover study with four different environments in a two by 
two design: real and virtual indoor environments, and real and virtual outdoor environments. Each participant 
(n = 19) experienced all four environments in a randomised order. Participants were aged between 18–35 years 
(mean age 24.7 SD 4.0 years, 10 females), and were either emmetropic (n = 9) or wore their habitual contact lenses 
(n = 10, mean refractive error −1.66 SD 2.20D) to eliminate spectacle lens prism and difficulties fitting glasses 
under the HMD.

Participants gave written informed consent, were free to withdraw at any stage without giving reason, and 
their data has been deidentified and presented as pooled distributions. Exclusion criteria included stereopsis 
worse than 200 minarc, treatment for the progression of myopia (e.g. atropine, orthokeratology, or myopia con-
trol contact lenses), corrected visual acuity poorer than 6/7.5 in either eye, or a history of motion-sickness.

All participants took a battery of tests immediately prior, then immediately after exposure to each environ-
ment. The tests were completed in the following order: fixation stability, binocular vision tests and then choroi-
dal thickness measures. After 40 minutes inside each environment, the battery of tests was repeated in reverse 
order: choroidal thickness, binocular vision, and then fixation stability, so that choroidal thickness was measured 
immediately before and after the trial. All tests were completed within five minutes of completing each environ-
ment, with equipment located to minimise participant movement. The optics of the HMD had a fixed lens centre 
separation of 65 mm, and light emitted from the headset focussed at approximately 1-meter from the headset. 
Participants were instructed to align the HMD on their head so that the screen appeared clear. A default stereo-
scopic camera setup was used with an in-game height of 180 cm, and a lateral camera separation of 65 mm. The 
participants were instructed on the use of the gamepad to move and interact in the virtual world, and they could 
converse with the experimenters if required. To normalise the conditions before each trial, participants worked at 
a computer for at least 45 minutes prior to baseline measurements. Each participant began each trial on different 
days, but at a similar time of day, to minimise any diurnal effects. The study was approved by The University of 
Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee (Ref: 015908), and adhered to the Tenets of the Declaration of 
Helsinki.

Environments. Each environment had a different combination of perceived viewing distance, accommoda-
tive demand, proximity cues for accommodation, convergence demand and luminance, to assist in determining 
which environmental parameters or combinations, might be important in any observed effects of HMD wear.

The virtual environments were created in the Unity game engine (Version 5, Unity Technologies, USA), com-
piled for the Oculus DK2 (SDK version 0.8.0) and executed on a virtual reality capable machine (Intel Xeon 
E5–1650, nVidia GTX970, 16 Gb RAM). Audio was 3-D positional, and delivered through over-the-ear head-
phones to maximise immersion. The VR outdoor (VRO) environment consisted of a 1 km2 island, with features 
designed to mimic the real-world environment (Fig. 1). The island was bounded by water (to expose a distant 
horizon) on one side, and by mountain ranges along the three other sides. The island was scattered with ruins, 
hills, trees, and other items which rewarded exploration, and there were several treasure chests around the island 
which the participants were encouraged to find. Maximum speed of movement was restricted to a fast walking 
pace (1.5 meters per second) to minimise nausea, and to mimic the instructions given for the real-world environ-
ments. The VR indoor (VRI) environment was a small (~9 m2) cabin with dim lighting, and a large virtual tele-
vision on the wall. The television played a documentary on the future of virtual reality (https://goo.gl/aDSGNr), 
and there were many objects on shelves and a table inside the cabin which provided a range of vergence demands. 
The maximum viewing distance in this environment was 3.5 m, designed to match the indoor environment in 
the real world. Light levels, measured by placing a lux meter sensor (LT300, Extech, USA) inside the headset in a 
darkened room, was approximately 180 lux in VRO, and 130 lux in VRI.

The real world outdoor (RWO) environment was the Auckland Domain, a large city park across the road from 
the University campus. Participants were instructed to walk around the park, avoiding near activities such as 
reading or using cell phones. Light level was measured during the middle of each RWO trial, and ranged from 150 
to 90000 lux (median: 45000, interquartile range: 24500–81500 lux). The real world indoor (RWI) environment 
was a small office (approximately 9 m2), with no window. As was the case for the virtual indoor room, there was a 
range of items at various distances, and the maximum viewing distance was 3.5 m. Participants remained seated, 
and were encouraged to either work on or watch videos on an LCD computer monitor at approximately 1 m view-
ing distance. Overhead florescent tubes provided a 210-lux illumination in the vertical plane at eye height. Heart 
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rate was measured with a wrist worn optical tracker (Charge HR, Fitbit, USA) throughout each trial, and served 
as a timer for the 40-minute trial duration.

Binocular Vision Tests. Fixation disparity and stability at 50 cm was assessed on a binocular infrared 
eyetracker (Eyelink 1000, SR Research, Canada), which was calibrated before every measurement. The eyetracker 
camera was set to ‘remote’ mode, which uses a calibrated sticker positioned on the forehead to allow more nat-
uralistic free-space measures, rather than requiring a chin/headrest. Participants were instructed to look at a 
maximum contrast target consisting of a combined bullseye and crosshair, which has been shown to be the 
most stable fixation target23. The target subtended 0.85 degrees, and was in the centre of an LCD monitor (Asus 
VG278H, 1920 × 1080 resolution, 120 Hz refresh, 28 pixels per degree). After a one second stabilisation period, 
the eyetracker recorded binocular eye position at 500 Hz for 4 seconds. If monitoring of the pupil or corneal 
reflex was disturbed during this period (e.g. due to a blink), the data was discarded and the test restarted. The 
pixel co-ordinates of the gaze position of each eye were captured directly into Matlab (2016a, Mathworks, USA). 
Fixation disparities were calculated as right eye minus left eye, with the result that a positive horizontal value 
represented an uncrossed ocular misalignment, and a positive vertical value a right eye hypo- misalignment.

Fixation stability was computed as 95% confidence interval bivariate contour ellipse areas (BCEA, minarc2) 
of binocular eye movements within the four second measurement interval24,25, as:

π σ σ= . × × × × −BCEA p95% 2 291 1x y
2

where σx = horizontal SD, σy = vertical SD, 2.291 is the χ2 value corresponding to two standard deviations, and p 
is the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient between X and Y data.

Accommodation, phorias and stereopsis Tests of binocular vision status included amplitude of accommoda-
tion (mean of three binocular push-up RAF rule measures), dissociated phorias at both distance (6 m) and near 
(0.4 m) using modified Thorington26, and stereopsis (Wirt Stereo fly test, Stereo Optical Co Inc). Inter-pupillary 
distance at both distance and near (0.4 m) were measured (Digital pupillometer, Essilor, France), so the effect of 
HMD lens decentration could be computed and correlated with changes in binocular vision, fixation stability, 
and fixation disparity.

Choroidal thickness, used as a proxy for the risk of myopia progression22,27, was measured using swept-source 
optical coherence tomography (SS-OCT, Atlantis DRI, Topcon, Japan) in horizontal and vertical cross scan mode 
(6 mm length, 1024 intervals, 96 averaged samples per line). The SS-OCT uses 1050 nm light to better penetrate 
the choroid, and minimises visibility of the scan line, which reduces patient tracking. The scan takes less than 
two seconds, and captures 100,000 A-scans per second at a resolution of 20 μm across the surface, and 8μm in 
depth, and is interpolated to give 1024 measures across the full 6 mm length. As the environmental exposure 

Figure 1. Examples of the four environments and comparison of their features. The outdoor real (RWO) 
and virtual (VRO) environments were brighter and spacious, while the indoor real (RWI) and virtual (VRI) 
environments were dimmer and more contained. Both virtual environments had constant accommodative 
demands, while accommodative demands in the real world varied by fixation distance. All environments 
except RWO had proximal near cues – in the virtual reality environments proximal cues were also due to the 
perception of wearing a headset.
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was binocular, but the eyes are not independent, one eye was randomly determined by coin-toss per-participant 
at the first visit, and this eye was used for all subsequent visits (42% left eyes). Automatic segmentation of the 
choroidal-scleral interface was performed by the machine software (Topcon FastMap, Version 9, Topcon Medical 
Systems, USA), and the segmented data was exported into Matlab for analysis. In rare cases where any of the 96 
scan lines were missed (e.g. due to blink), or if the software reported poor choroidal image quality (<30), or if 
the choroidal-scleral boundary was incorrectly identified by the automated software, the scan was immediately 
repeated. Mean choroidal thickness measures, centred on the middle of the scan, were calculated for across the 
subfoveal (central 1 mm), parafoveal (3 mm) and perifoveal regions (6 mm)28.

Statistical analysis. Baseline comparisons were normally distributed and compared with 1-way ANOVA 
with environment as the factor. Some of the changes (post-pre) in the measures of binocular vision, fixation sta-
bility, and choroidal thickness were not normally distributed, and were compared with non-parametric Kruskal 
Wallis tests, with post-hoc, paired-wise testing using Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney using Šidák p-value correction 
for multiple comparisons, as required. As all 19 participants completed four environments, this gave 3 degrees of 
freedom between factors and 75 total degrees of freedom for all measures. Correlations were made with Pearson’s 
R. Heart rate was monitored throughout each trial, rather than pre and post, so the mean heart rate measure of 
the 40-minute period was compared between conditions. The datasets analysed during the current study are 
available from the corresponding author on reasonable request. Differences were treated as significant at p < 0.05.

Results
Binocular Vision. There were no significant differences in distance or near phoria, stereopsis, amplitude of 
accommodation, or fixation disparity between conditions at baseline (i.e. pre-trial, Table 1).

The change in binocular status (post-pre) was compared between each environment (Fig. 2). There was no 
significant difference in the change of the distance phoria (VRI: −0.22 SD 0.618∆, VRO: 0.23 SD 0.843∆, RWI: 
−0.30 SD 0.495∆, RWO: −0.13 SD 0.968∆, χΔ = 7.235, p = 0.065), near phoria (VRI: 0.66 SD 1.334∆, VRO: 
0.53 SD 0.920∆, RWI: 0.55 SD 1.563∆, RWO: 0.26 SD 1.418∆, χ2 = 0.711, p = 0.871), maximum amplitude of 
accommodation (VRI: −0.54 SD 0.639D, VRO: −0.29 SD 0.505D, RWI: −0.44 SD 0.653D, RWO: −0.45 SD 
0.694D, χ2 = 0.866, p = 0.834), or stereopsis (VRI: −2.5 SD 8.6″, VRO: −1.3 SD 4.7″, RWI: +1.6 SD 8.3″, RWO: 
−2.7 SD 7.1″, χ2 = 2.194, p = 0.533).

Participants had a mean inter-pupillary separation of 63.1 SD 2.58 mm (range 59–68 mm) at distance, and 
58.8 SD 2.53 mm (range 55–64 mm) at near (0.4 m). The difference between an individual’s pupillary distance 
and the fixed lens separation distance in the HMD (65 mm) was computed as the lens centre offset: higher abso-
lute values invoke greater horizontal prism as a factor of lens power. For participants with pupillary distances 
equal or less than the lens separation, this prism creates additional convergence demand during near viewing. 
Participants whose pupillary distance is greater than the lens separation, the induced prism depends on viewing 
distance: a greater divergence demand during distance viewing, and greater convergence during near viewing. 
Lens decentration was not correlated with individual changes in distance phoria (VRO: r = 0.412, p = 0.064, VRI: 
r = −0.142, p = 0.540) near phoria (VRO: r = 0.040, p = 0.864, VRI: r = −0.354, p = 0.115), or the change in max-
imum accommodation (VRO: r = −0.157, p = 0.497, VRI: r = −0.158, p = 0.494).

Fixation Disparity. When the eyes converged on near objects in VR, the off-axis viewing through the pow-
erful HMD lenses would have induced opposing prism to each eye. For the lens powers, viewing distances, and 
mean pupillary distances involved in this study, we calculate that this prismatic effect would approximately dou-
ble the convergence demand compared to real world viewing of near objects, and thus could have doubled the 
potential stress to the visual system. In contrast, vertical off-axis viewing through the HMD lenses would have 
induced yoked prism, which would effectively cancel, and therefore require no adaptation. We separated fixation 
disparity into horizontal and vertical components to investigate the effect of any prismatic adaptation. There were 
no differences in baseline measures prior to environmental exposures for either horizontal (F = 0.43, p = 0.733), 
nor vertical fixation disparity (F = 0.4, p = 0.757). Also, there were no differences between the magnitudes of 
horizontal and vertical disparities (t(75) = −1.051, p = 0.297).

Post-trial, there was no difference in the change of fixation disparity between environments in either the 
challenged horizontal direction (VRI: 0.08 SD 0.56∆, VRO: −0.13 SD 1.22∆, RWI: −0.01 SD 0.60∆, RWO: 
0.06 SD 0.60∆, χ2 = 0.874, p = 0.832), nor the unchallenged vertical direction (VRI: 0.22 SD 0.54∆, VRO: 0.00 SD 
0.63∆, RWI: −0.14 SD 0.51∆, RWO: 0.20 SD 0.38∆, χ2 = 6.709, p = 0.082). Although participants with smaller 

MT – 6 m MT – 0.4 m Stereopsis AoA
Fixation 
Disparity

VRI 0.14EsoP ± 1.59∆ 1.66ExoP ± 3.06∆ 25 ± 8″ 10.0 ± 1.6D 0.49∆ ± 0.35

VRO 0.20EsoP ± 1.55∆ 1.79ExoP ± 2.46∆ 23 ± 7″ 9.7 ± 1.5D 0.45∆ ± 0.20

RWI 0.14EsoP ± 1.63∆ 1.42ExoP ± 2.30∆ 23 ± 4″ 10.4 ± 1.7D 0.37∆ ± 30

RWO 0.33EsoP ± 1.89∆ 1.29ExoP ± 2.10∆ 27 ± 9″ 9.8 ± 1.9D 0.37∆ ± 0.24

p 0.983 0.927 0.612 0.912 0.49

Table 1. Distribution of Binocular Vision (BV) parameters at baseline. There were no significant differences in 
any of the BV parameters prior to starting the trials: virtual reality indoor (VRI), virtual reality outdoor (VRO), 
real world indoor (RWI) and real world outdoor (RWO). MT = Modified Thorington, AoA = Amplitude of 
Accommodation, EsoP = Esophoria, ExoP = Exophoria.
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inter-pupillary distances would have experienced higher prismatic effects, there was no correlation between an 
individual’s change in horizontal fixation disparity and their lens decentration in either VRI (r = 0.224, p = 0.330) 
or VRO (r = −0.28, p = 0.219) groups.

Fixation Stability. Fixation stability, defined as a bivariate contour ellipsoid area (BCEA) containing 95% of 
individual fixation samples, was consistent at baseline (VRI: 0.53 SD 0.406 minarc2, VRO: 0.80 SD 0.513 minarc2, 
RWI: 0.68 SD 0.392 minarc2, RWO: 0.67 SD 0.520 minarc2, F = 1.13, p = 0.343). BCEA did not change post-trial, 
and there was no obvious effect of virtual reality (VRI: 0.15 SD 0.450 minarc2, VRO: −0.06 SD 0.981 minarc2, 
RWI: 0.55 SD 1.229 minarc2, RWO: 0.61 SD 1.511 minarc2, χ2 = 1.57, p = 0.203).

Choroidal Thickness. There was no difference in the baseline choroidal thickness values before starting 
each environment (subfoveal: Mean: 294.1 SD 95.4 µm, F = 0.08, p = 0.971, parafoveal: Mean: 292.8 SD 89.3 µm, 
F = 0.06, p = 0.981, perifoveal: Mean: 280.0 SD 78.2 µm, F = 0.08, p = 0.973). After the exposure, there was a sig-
nificant difference in the choroidal thickness change between the different environments in the subfoveal (VRI: 
+13.9 SD 3.3 µm, VRO: + 9.3 SD 3.2 µm, RWI: + 0.5 SD 4.4 µm, RWO: +2.1 SD 4.3 µm, χ2 = 51.7, p < 0.001, 
Fig. 3) and parafoveal zones (+14.6 SD 4.5 µm, VRO: +9.0 SD 8.3 µm, RWI: −1.2 SD 4.4 µm, RWO: +1.2 SD 
5.1 µm, χ2 = 42.6, p < 0.001). The subfoveal increase after VRI was larger than both RW groups (both p < 0.001), 
as was the change following VRO (vs RWI p < 0.001, RWO p = 0.003). The subfoveal change in choroidal thick-
ness was not different between VRO and VRI (p = 0.174). In the parafoveal area, the change in VRI was greater 
than both real-world groups (both p < 0.001), as was the change in choroidal thickness after VRO (vs RWI: 
p < 0.001, RWO: p = 0.025). Over the full 6 mm perifoveal scan length, despite higher variance, there was still 
a difference between groups (VRI: 12.5 SD 7.8 µm, VRO: 7.2 SD 10.4 µm, RWI: −0.4 SD 6.8 µm, RWO: −1.0 SD 
7.6 µm, χ2 = 25.5, p < 0.001). VRI was significantly higher than both RWI and RWO (both p < 0.001) groups, but 
VRO was not (RWI, p = 0.085, RWO, p = 0.059). Individual changes in choroidal thickness were not correlated 
with light levels (r − 0.02, p = 0.149), nor lens decentration (r = 0.04 p = 0.563).

Figure 2. Change in binocular status after 40-minute exposure to virtual reality indoor (VRI), virtual reality 
outdoor (VRO), real world indoor (RWI) and real world outdoor (RWO) environments. There was no 
significant difference in the effect of environment on any of the four measures of binocular vision (Kruskal 
Wallis, all p > 0.05). Black crosses indicate group medians.
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Heart Rate. Heart rate was continuously measured during each 40-minute environmental exposure. 
Participants had a higher heart rate (beats per minute, bpm) during the VRO condition than all other conditions 
(VRI: 77.3 SD 11.1 bpm, VRO: 77.3 SD 10.9 bpm, RWI: 71.2 SD 7.4 bpm, RWO: 94.2 SD 14.0, χ2 = 24.7, p < 0.001, 
Fig. 4 left). There was no difference in heart rate between the two VR conditions (p = 0.999), nor VRI and RWI 
(p = 0.545), nor VRO and RWI (p = 0.600). There was also no correlation between heart rate and the change in 
choroidal thickness (n = 76, r = 0.03, p = 0.800, Fig. 4 right).

Discussion
A 40-minute exposure to a VR HMD environment appears to have minimal effects on the binocular vision sys-
tem. The fixed accommodative demand in a HMD, and the associated accommodative-convergence disconnect 
did not affect the dissociated position of the eyes either at distance or near, nor the maximum amplitude of 
accommodation, suggesting no accommodative fatigue. As the HMD lenses are relatively high powered (approx-
imately 25D), eye movements away from the lens centres will have induced large prismatic effects. While this is of 
little importance for version eye movements where the prism will be yoked, vergence eye movements, stimulated 
by viewing objects at different depths, will create asymmetric prism and potentially binocular vision stress. If 
eye position (and therefore induced prism) remains relatively constant, such as the case in the indoor VR scene, 
the constant prism could cause the binocular vision system to adapt (which would then be expected to re-adapt 
once out of VR). However, we found no difference in binocular fixation disparity between horizontal and vertical 
directions, and all measures fell well within reported normal population ranges25. This indicates that if there is 
any binocular stress, it is likely minimal or able to dissipate by the time second measurement was taken (between 
five and ten minutes post exposure), and is not significantly higher after VR use compared to an equivalent task 
conducted in the real world.

While there were no overall effects of VR on the binocular vision system in our adult cohort, there may still 
be of concerns if children use VR headsets which have been calibrated for adults, as children tend to have smaller 

Figure 3. There was significant increase in the choroidal thickness after 40 minutes in both VR groups at 
subfoveal (1 mm) and parafoveal (3 mm) regions of the choroid (Kruskal Wallis, <0.001). In contrast, there 
was no significant increase in choroidal thickness in either of the real-world groups. Black crosses mark group 
medians.

Figure 4. Heart rate was significantly higher in RWO (left figure, Kruskal Wallis, p < 0.001), but was not 
different between RWI, VRI, or VRO. However, the mean heart rate during each trial was not correlated in the 
change in choroidal thickness (right, Pearson’s r = 0.03, p = 0.800).
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pupillary distances29. Some VR headsets allow the lens centration distance to be adjusted, but many phone-based 
headsets, which may be more available to children, do not currently allow lens separation adjustment.

Somewhat unexpectedly, we found a significant increase in choroidal thickness after VR HMD wear. As 
briefly discussed in the introduction, the opposite effect (choroidal thinning) would be expected to occur when 
the eye is exposed to a myopiagenic stimulus17. This effect may be caused by the unique optical arrangement 
inside HMDs causing a lead of accommodation. Choroidal thickening occurs after myopic defocus20,30, which 
is associated with a slowing of eye growth16, and a reduction in myopia progression31. We hypothesise that the 
choroidal thickening effect seen after VR HMD wear is a consequence of the fixed viewing distance, combined 
with convergence-induced accommodation in the virtual environment. Viewing objects at near in the real world 
involves both accommodation and convergence, but is typically associated with a lag of accommodation32, and 
therefore hyperopic retinal defocus, which has been proposed as a stimulus for myopia development and progres-
sion33. However, the lenses in a HMD are generally set for distance viewing (i.e. primary position of gaze), and 
convergence of the eyes results in off-centre viewing through the lenses. This induces a base-out prismatic effect, 
and an image displacement which increases the amount of convergence required compared to an equivalent 
real-world task. Thus, participants would need to execute exaggerated convergent eye movements to view virtual 
near objects. This would be expected to strengthen any associated convergence-induced accommodation34, and 
as the HMD screen distance is fixed, this would create a lead of accommodation and a myopically defocussed 
retinal image, which causes choroidal thickening20. Relatively small amounts of image defocus are not necessarily 
associated with a decrease in visual acuity35, and the limited spatial resolution of the screens would help mask 
any subtle defocus. The more contained indoor virtual environment would have been associated with higher 
convergence, thus more convergence-induced accommodation and greater myopic retinal defocus compared to 
the distant virtual outdoor environment. Therefore, the virtual indoor environment would be expected to show 
greater choroidal thickening than the virtual outdoor environment, which our results support. However, further 
longitudinal research is required to determine whether this change in choroidal thickness could influence myopia 
progression. Future improvements to VR displays, such as the move towards light field displays, will address the 
convergence-accommodative conflict, but would also remove this potential lead of accommodation as a pro-
tective mechanism against myopia. Another factor which may have caused the eyes to accommodate and thus 
created myopic retinal defocus while wearing the HMD, is the effect of proximal accommodation36, and this may 
help account for the observation that both VR environments were associated with choroidal thickening, while 
the real environments were not. An alternative explanation for choroidal thickness could be changes in ambient 
air temperature within the HMD, or modification of blood flow directly related to the wearing of the headset 
itself. The choroid is a dense vascular layer at the back of the eye, which also has a function to draw heat energy 
away from the eye37,38, and changes in peripheral blood vessel dilation can be detected through changes in ocular 
surface temperature39. While wearing the VR headset, the air temperature inside the headset quickly approached 
skin temperature, and this may have influenced the thermal gradient from the anterior to posterior eye by modi-
fying tear film evaporation40 or aqueous humour dynamics41, ultimately causing a change in choroidal blood flow. 
It should be noted that our preconditioning — in which all participants used a computer for at least 45 minutes 
— would have likely caused thinning of the choroid at baseline, and this is supported by the minimal change in 
choroidal thickness after the real world indoor condition. Therefore, we can only say that VR caused choroidal 
thickening relative to an equivalent real world task.

While the study was well powered using a repeated measures cross-over design, there are limitations to the 
extrapolation of our results. The 40 minute trial length was a compromise between convenience for participants, 
while being sufficiently long enough to detect changes in choroidal thickness20, and much longer than previous 
studies6 which were able to show an effect on binocular vision. However, in practice, some users are likely to 
spend much longer periods than 40 minutes in VR. Also, our study only investigated the effect on a cohort with 
normal binocular vision. As converging on near objects in VR creates a higher convergence demand than in real 
world viewing, those with abnormal binocular vision, such as myopic children who may already excessively con-
verge at near42, could still become symptomatic. Further, while the choroidal thickness change is promising, we 
used an adult cohort who are unlikely to be at significant risk of myopic progression. Additional work is needed 
to investigate the cause of this change, and whether the mechanism of choroidal thickening could help protect 
against myopia progression in children.

Conclusions
Using a VR headset for 40-minutes did not appear to affect the binocular vision status, compared to a real world 
equivalent task. However, an unexpected finding was that choroidal thickness markedly increased when using a 
VR headset. We hypothesise that this was due to convergence-induced accommodation when viewing near vir-
tual objects which would have created a myopically defocussed retinal image of the virtual environment because 
of the fixed viewing distance. Myopic retinal defocus causes choroidal thickening in humans: it is also associated 
with a reduced myopia progression rate in children. On this basis, our results suggest that VR HMD wear may not 
provide a myopia-inducing stimulus despite the close viewing distances involved.
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